#1 Dental Network in Florida
Our BlueDental ChoiceSM Copayment and ChoiceSM PPO dental networks lead the industry as #1
and #2 in effective discounts in Florida,* providing you and your employees with more access to
quality care and opportunities to save more money!

Effective discounts: the most important measure of a network
Effective discounts incorporate the impact of lower rates that we negotiate with dentists and the
overall network utilization by members. Effective discounts reflect the total savings that members
realize when they use our plans. Helping to drive these discounts is the quality of the dentists in our
network. This attracts more patients; and when more people choose to get care in-network, everyone
saves more money.

A large and growing network
in Florida and nationwide
You and your employees can enjoy quality
care and in-network savings throughout
Florida or if you travel outside of the state.
Our Choice network features 7,000 unique
dentists in Florida and nearly 100,000 unique
providers nationwide.

The quality you expect from
Florida Blue
Florida Blue has the unrivaled local expertise
to ensure that our networks include only
dentists that meet our high standards of
quality—the dentists your employees prefer.
Our thorough credentialing process for
in-network dentists ensures better patient
experience and protection.

Contact your Florida Blue representative or agent for more information,
or visit floridabluedental.com/employers.

*

“Milliman Research Report: 2020 Dental Actuarial Analytics PPO Network Study,” June 2021.

BlueDental plans are offered through Florida Combined Life Insurance Company, Inc., an affiliate of Florida Blue. Both companies are Independent Licensees of the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association.
Florida Blue, Florida Blue HMO, Florida Blue Preferred HMO (collectively, “Florida Blue”), Florida Combined Life and the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Federal Employee
Program® (FEP) comply with applicable Federal civil rights laws and do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex. We do not exclude
people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.
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